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WRIGHTON, PATTY MAYONNAISE LOVE AFFAIR SCANDAL
Dean Sansalone cuts own position

Commonwealth reporter Penelope Pussybutt

In October 2006, the engineering dean at Washington University questioned the changes made to the Department of Mechanical, Aerospace and Structural Engineering, in addition to the outright elimination of the undergraduate program in aerospace engineering. Dean Sansalone expressed a desire to have maintained better communication with herself, Sansalone in the end said she would move on.

In retrospect, I would have liked to hold an audience with myself to see how valuable the position of dean engineering is. It is not that I would have opened up dialogues with different questions to yourself, since leadership is about accountability among others, you won't understand how much money this job costs and be able to close out some of the decision-making and budget cuts. Still, it is an exciting time for engineering, and I won't forget that, and Sansalone questioned her vision for the School of Engineering to herself.

"Yeah, DMC's been the strongest department, but it's not like I couldn't have told myself about what I wanted to raise the scale and what I was willing to eliminate. A warning to my self about ahead of time would have been nice. Gosh, I totally feel like that because degree program advanced. I would like to look back and see if the program is a bit too open-ended from the student's, faculty, and dean's side.

Sansalone, who had worked with the School of Engineering for five years as an advisor, was asked to leave her position last fall on an abrupt firing. Dean Sansalone, who is still on the faculty, has not been able to talk about her firing as she left.

"It's not First Food, It's Big V's.

Spencer, who had worked with the School of Engineering for five years as an advisor, was asked to leave her position last fall on an abrupt firing. Dean Sansalone, who is still on the faculty, has not been able to talk about her firing as she left.
Construction under construction

BY THE NAME

The facade, once adorned with the ivy, of one of Center Court's most historic buildings, is currently enveloped in scaffolding as the facility, to be named after Chancellor Wrighton's dog emeritus Muffins Dan-I, undergoes renovation.

Although Powers could not identify the exact structure, the building's current state is clearly visible through the scaffolding. The facility, which once served as a hub for University activities, is now undergoing a significant transformation.

BY SCRIBBY McCRUFF

It is not true that the bananas are actually hot, as some have claimed. The heat is simply a perception created by the way the bananas are handled.

Fruit, as always, was quick to identify and match all reports of the alleged banana snatchers. The few instances of theft were quickly resolved, with Fruit vowing to continue the fight against such incidents.

BY SCRUFFMBERUFF

"It's all within three miles of each other, and almost every fossil was named, one male, one female," said Whitehead. "The last pair was a little different." Many of the fossils, he noted, were "quick to identify and match all reports of the alleged banana snatchers. The few instances of theft were quickly resolved, with Fruit vowing to continue the fight against such incidents."
Rubelmann catches on fire, no one cares

By ART SAILS

The Office of Residential Life, burned Clark-Boken Fire Department from responding to a fire on Rubelmann. 2, allowing the old dormitory to burn to the ground. The unexpected grease fire began by an RCO cooking food in an oven that experienced a "fire in the ceiling, near the ceiling, very high, very, very hot," said one resident. The fire spread quickly, and by dusk all that remained of the dormitory was a pile of ashes. "I know it's not nice, but we're all in the same boat," said one resident. "We took pictures that we thought would be worthwhile, but would have a sense of curiosity. During the evacuation, the well-known and much-loved residents flipped their fields with work. 154 Rubelmann residents will be switched to the new Bon Appetit menu plan.

BY SCHMOOZE REPORTER

Nothing says fun like an old dormitory bonfire. ‘Sesame Street' stars of the hit television show, Bert and Ernie are planning a nationwide tour following their speech at the University, and are going to use the tour as a platform to lobby for gay rights. "We're going to try to change people's minds about homosexuality," said one speaker. The speakers would also endeavor to teach the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation's "Say 'No' to Hate" campaign.

Student petitions for adoption

By MAYUR KAKAR & AARON SCURRY

Ivanne Freeride preferred herself in the class of 1999 when she received her adoption package. The package included the pre-arranged adoption and the day before the day she dropped faster than the day she came. The original plan was for her to study abroad.

Out破碎, Freeride researched scholarships and found the University's program. She submitted their paperwork, successfully adopted from a faculty member.

"I'm not sure how I got there," said Freeride. "I'm happy that the chancellor Chuck Markle blessed us." 

Whether or not her reputation is sure to make her the "champion of he demands" is still under investigation.

To find out more, or to speak to an Army Health Care Recruiter, call 800-792-2524 or visit healthcare.gary.com/hct/53

Nothing says fun like an old dormitory bonfire.
Assembly Series welcomes Ms. Frizzle to campus

Washington University students were delighted when Ms. Valerie Felicity Frizzle of the Magic School Bus fame came to campus Wednesday for this week's Assembly Series event. The event took place in a Student Center Ballroom full of students.

Following the huge turnout of students to the Assembly Series hosted by Bill Nor the science advisor on Sept. 13, 2005, Ms. Frizzle amazed them with her energy and enthusiasm. Ms. Frizzle's visit was made possible by the generosity of the Wash. U. Graduate Student Association.

Obituary: Sarah Steinberg, killed for wearing too much "fashionable" clothing

Sarah Steinberg, who died early Tuesday morning at the hands of a group of Raumkünstler artists, was remembered for her love of the natural world and her dedication to protecting the environment.

Ms. Steinberg, a renowned artist known for her works depicting the beauty of nature, was found dead in her apartment in the Washington University area. Authorities are investigating the incident as a possible act of vandalism.

Studnet Life changes name to 'Student Death'

Despite 129 years of service as Washington University's student newspaper, Student Life has decided to change its name to 'Student Death' due to a series of unfortunate events.

The name change was prompted by a recent outbreak of food poisoning at the university's popular dining hall, which has resulted in a number of deaths and injuries.

Jesus tours campus for April Welcome, loves the tulips

Jesus Christ, the Son of God, visited the University this past weekend after receiving his acceptance letter for the incoming Class of 2013. Jesus was examined with the campus staff and found to be as impressive as his teacher and master. He was welcomed by the students as a model for the future.

Bears Den robbed by B&D, thousands of meal points stolen

At the height of the 2 a.m. drunken rush to the Bears Den Friday night, a group of masked maniacs invaded the popular eatery and made away with thousands of meal points.

"It's a real blow to the university community," said President John Schmooze. "We're working with campus security and the St. Louis Police Department to get to the bottom of this heinous crime."
Dear Editor:

From one award-winning journalist to another, I would just like to say: wow, you guys rock. You are consistently one of the most illuminating and enjoyable public services that the community is lucky to have.

Let’s see, where you allowed as how NIS funding cuts could hurt the University’s ability to conduct research programs. I saw an interview with a man, who did not seem to see that connection except briefly. He said, “Our programs are underfunded. We need more money.”

I wonder what you think? Is this an issue about cutting funding or is this an error in judgment? And what about the University’s ability to conduct research programs? I do not think this is an issue that the community should be concerned about.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Man of your dreams responds

Dear Editor:

I am writing to respond to a personal ad you published in your newspaper (a few weeks ago, I think) about a niece of my closest friend. It is a great ad, and I am writing to express my appreciation for it. I am a member of the University community, and I believe that the ad is a great way to connect people.

Thank you for publishing it.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

I Ozzomati-ed all over your mom

Dear Editor:

I have a few responses to some of the articles you published recently. I think they are great, but I also think that the University should provide Health Services Better. With the current changes in the University, it is important to provide Health Services in a better way.

My name is Smith, and I have been a student at the University for the past three years. I have been pleased with the services provided by Health Services, but I think there is room for improvement.

I would like to see the University provide Health Services in a way that is more accessible to all students. I think that this would be a great improvement.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Our VOICE: Editorial Board

Editorials are written by students and reflect the opinions of the collective. The editorial board operates under the supervision of the University of Washington Student Life. Our mission is to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and to promote a sense of community and social responsibility.

We welcome all perspectives and encourage respectful dialogue.

[Signature]

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Student Life: Life of a journalist: pillar of journalistic excellence

Dear Editor:

Student Life is the official newspaper of the University of Washington. Our mission is to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and to promote a sense of community and social responsibility.

Welcome to the University of Washington, where the written word is king. As a student journalist, I am excited to contribute to this great institution.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

YOUR VOICE: LETTERS AND GUEST COLUMN

Student Life welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns from readers. We make good on the promise of:

Letters to the Editor:

Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words.

Guest Columns:

Guest columns should be no longer than 800 words.

Letters should be signed and include the writer’s name, phone number, and e-mail address.

E-mail: letters@uw.edu

[Signature]

WE WELCOME your participation in our community's conversation. Our goal is to foster a respectful and inclusive environment where all voices are heard.

As a student journalist, I am excited to contribute to this great institution.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Our SPIDER WEB (NEWSPAPER) EDITORIAL:

As an online newspaper, we have the ability to reach a wider audience. Our goal is to foster a respectful and inclusive environment where all voices are heard.

As a student journalist, I am excited to contribute to this great institution.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
BY CHARLES ROGERS

Here's too much sex on this campus. I want to dorm in.
I was supposed to attend the Student Health Services for a flu shot and instead was Multracinating during tableting time. I was told to see the dorms, condoms, condoms, condoms. I don't know what happened. I went to Wash. U. student and he was drunk and telling me to stay safe, don't sex: I don't want to go to the library only. I'm thinking about organizing sex in the restroom. Ask you.

With the members of the University to create STV, I charge the campus to adopt a policy of strict abstinence. BCP, STTS, TEP, and all of these lazy letters can be eliminated if we would just keep our pants on. Doing out condoms is not enough. This location only encourages unprotected sex. You need condoms when you can have a charity ball.

As part of the new abstinence-only education plan, the University can offer chastity balls and purity rings. I don't want my tuition and health fees going to fund other people's sex education. My parents don't pay $44,000 to further my education only to be afraid of it going to the purchasing of safe sex. At least don't grow on trees, you know. This is not being put out just so much to justify the cost of tuition.

Many people are not aware of the benefits of abstaining. It's a way to become a healthy, well-rounded person. I urge you to abstain. Clean your college campus, clean up your life and help end child labor in third world countries—choose abstinence.

Chastity is a junior in the Business School (B.S.) and is a member of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity. She is President of the Organization for Arts and Sciences Majors (OAS), A.S.M. and she can be reached at newsgirl@email.com.

OMG - SHOES

ABSTINENCE

BY BABA DIAMON

WHEN I WAS ROLLING ON the ranch, I was writing a column for Student Life. I must say that I was surprised. Granted, I haven't been exactly good terms with student Life ever since I became an unpaid newspaper editor in my third year of theology, but I've put out the story. So I was trying to figure out what I should write about, and then it dawned on me. I should write about the ridiculous number of hippies that are currently going to school here. I'm not going to paint a rose picture here, but at least I can admit that there are some of you with too many hippies for me to live there. And it's going to be all over the place. Have some rubber toes, you're going to have some post-exploited minority population somewhere in the world is probably being forced to have sex creating conditions just like the ones here. Choose conflict free, choose abstinence.

Furthermore, the University can develop a sustainable environment. If you know of anyone having sex in our hall rooms and will help end child labor in third world countries—choose abstinence.

Charity is a junior in the Business School (B.S.) and is a member of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity. She is President of the Organization for Arts and Sciences Majors (OAS), A.S.M. and she can be reached at newsgirl@email.com.

BY CRAIG M. HOGG

UNNECESSARY CONSUMPTION

I was born on a Tanaka ranch prior to one of the most ironic events of the 20th century: I have a non-western European, my home is in paradise. Wearing their own colors and face paints, they came here or I thought that was the right time. They usually play this little game in which we come to the space, when they come with guns and shows, and then we run to them and give them. Some of my favorite memories are playing saffron, but for me there was a feeling that this was no home on the range. Come early and participate in the LAUNCH pro-orientation program. Even though everyone had two legs, they wallked and danced and rioted. I was happy in the saffron never even occurred to me. Some of the friends I made in LAUNCH are still my closest friends. I want to save every program offered during orientation, and I even attended multiple programs at the same time and never even consider the power of a goal. But the biggest thing that I want to change is that the student libel.

How To Be a Happy God

God, I hate hippies

HOW TO SPOT A HIPPY

1. Green Action

I don't even know where to begin with this. The official agenda of campus environmentalists like Green Action is to work towards a sustainable and naturally beautiful campus. But I can tell you right now that this is a load of crap. The truth is that the only reason they are spending money on protecting the trees and the bushes on this campus is that they all provide nice hik ing tracks for them to sneak up behind you and ambush you with fake facts about which prominent Republican politicians chatted a baby seal. Don't worry, they get eaten by the squirrels.

3. Anyone who lives in the Wash U. Coop

The Co-op is the largest nest of hippies that you'll ever find. Whether we meet at the Environmental Table pretending the egalitarian traits of a utopian commune or in the lobbies of the dorms waiting for the long winter to be changed, you'll be sure to notice that something just isn't right. It's their unhealthy obsession with regularly cooking vegan meals using fresh produce from their gardens. Maybe it's their communal "community" and "sharing" beliefs. Maybe it's the spirit of Karl Marx runs through their veins. So there you have it. Keep in mind that this is by no means a comprehensive list, simply the different types of hippies go on in. I suggest putting a sign in your dorm that says "no hippies after 9 p.m." This will definitely keep them at bay.

4. Students who have never seen the movie "The Hippy State"

So where have you been? Keep in mind that this is by no means a comprehensive list, simply the different types of hippies go on in. I suggest putting a sign in your dorm that says "no hippies after 9 p.m." This will definitely keep them at bay.

5. Students who have never seen the movie "The Hippy State"

There are several types of hippies, and it will be impossible to keep them all at bay. This list is by no means exhaustive. Some other types of hippies that you may encounter include: 

- Hippy music
- Hippy music
- Hippy music
- Hippy music
- Hippy music
- Hippy music
- Hippy music
**FOOTBALL**

Guthrie to quit football team, become folk singer

Wash. U. running back Scott Guthrie announced as a press conference yesterday that he will not be returning to the gridiron next season. Guthrie dropped football so that he could have time to focus on his budding career as an independent folk singer.

"It's in my blood, I mean it's in my name for Christ's sake," said the former minor league infielder Chris Shadbolt, a pinch hitter, who was only two hits away from shattering the Wash. U. record for being the longest pinch hitter on the field.

Kindbom drops F-bomb

According to sources inside the program, Wash. U. football coach Larry Kindbom dropped an F-bomb during last week's spring football camp workouts. Kindbom, a former minor league infielder, is known for being a bit of a hothead.

BASKETBALL

Syvertsen, Blood to get married

In an effort to boost his street cred and earn more playing time, Phil Syvertsen, a senior guard, has impressed everyone with his folk singer voice. "I'm working on my voice," said Syvertsen, "I mean it's in my blood."

"It has too slow," said Kindbom, who is known for his ability to find and distribute borderline incoherent vernacular phrases. "I'm a real n1che to make in the industry. I think there's a lot of demand for a non—peaceful folk singer."

Cross Country kid also runs track

Wash. U. Cross Country star Kevin Opp is also a star in long-distance Track and Field. Opp is a self-proclaimed 

**Intramurals**

Bawden strikes out three times in IM softball

Junior Tommy Bawden, who spent two seasons in the field for St. Louis minor league prior to enrolling at Wash., was struck out three times in an intramural softball game last Tuesday night.

"I was a real n1che to make in the industry. I think there's a lot of demand for a non—peaceful folk singer," said Kindbom, in a prepared statement.

"I apologize to God, my fac'ly, Phil Blood. sounds like he's got a real n1che to make in the industry. I think there's a lot of demand for a non—peaceful folk singer."
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Wash. U. introduces dining changes

Bon Appétit replaced by British company

BY ELIZABETH TRISTRAMHORN

In an unprecedented business
take over, Bon Appétit has been replaced by "Tea Club Trading Company." This
British-based entity has moved
camps by phasing out all
food products perceived as "un
British" and replacing them with
their British counterparts.

"Her Majesty's government
was born in this country of
America" and it's time Ameri-
can students appreciated
their roots," said Reginald
Carnivale, Professor III.

Professor III, Earl of
CampusbyPhas in out all
to increase food diver-

gation.

The station first tar-
geted for elimination is the
Mallinckrodt and Center
Mallinckrodt and Center
removal

Mallinckrodt and Center
removal

will include soft boiled
eggs and Shepherd's pie.

A variety of meats and
vegetables a

will be served. Scottish food stations
will be added. Students will be
required to buy either tea or coffee
and a variety of meats and
vegetables. The idea of the haggis at the
British station will remain. Major
companies include replacing all
French fries with ketchup
and removing sauces and condiments will
be added. The stations are

American favorites such
as cheeseburgers and Freedom
fruits. Professor III views the
removal of this food station
as a "step in the right direc-

tion."

British favorites breakfast
will include egg benedict eggs
you didn't think anyone
could serve up a hand battered
egg and right sized eggs
and poached. Other food favor-
ites include replacing all
beer

Will be eliminated in
appear on menus all around
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Vitamin A
Everyone knows that the eyes are vital in life and this vitamin contributes largely to healthy vision. Vitamin A condoms come in many different individual flavors that can be tailored to different needs. For the milk lovers out there, there are now available milk-flavored condoms, for those of us who love eggs, the special yellow condom is designed to taste like a delicious egg custard. Carrot lovers, you are also in luck: the orange condom is specially designed to help you enjoy the scrumptious carrot taste. US who love eggs, the special U condom is designed to taste like a delicious egg croissant. Everyone knows that keen eyesight is vital in life and this vitamin is crucial to normal vision. Without vitamin A, your body would not be able to transform light rays into neural impulses. Vitamin A helps protect your eyes from air pollution and helps in the formation of red blood cells. Usually, you would want to see whole planets to get enough of this vitamin. Now, you can just turn to the special line of the nut lovers out there and (what condom wouldn’t love such facts?) these condoms also come in a wide selection of flavors that range from pecan to almond.

Vitamin B
Our bodies would be nothing without these. Vitamin B condoms are specially designed to help you keep strong, healthy bodies. Vitamin B is also essential for forming strong teeth and enamel. The confidence your partner will feel when you will nano gave your teeth something to stick into, like the savvy dairy products condos. In addition to chocolate-flavored condoms, different ice cream flavors are currently being produced. Flavors like chocolate, vanilla and milk chocolate are all loaded with Vitamin B to help regulate a solid bone structure.

Vitamin E
Without this vitamin your body would fall apart. Vitamin E promotes important body tissues in your eyes, skin and liver. In addition, this vitamin protects your lungs from air pollution and helps in the formation of red blood cells. Usually, you would want to see whole planets to get enough of this vitamin. Now, you can just turn to the special line of the nut lovers out there and (what condom wouldn’t love such facts?) these condoms also come in a wide selection of flavors that range from pecan to almond.

Vitamin K
Although relatively obscure, this vitamin is crucial for normal blood clotting. If you didn’t have this vitamin, spices and cuts would be much worse. Foods like pork and dairy products are purposely loaded with this vitamin. Despite its寡少, it is not too difficult to get it. You can enjoy delicious orange-flavored condoms once intelligently packed with a vitamin K available.

With the Wash., U. Medical School organizes as the top college school in the universe, it’s no wonder that these vitamin-flavored condoms have garnered attention all over the country. In addition, these condoms can now be delivered fresh and nutritious at the same time.

The next few days may be the best time in the planet to get some new friends. As soon as your life returns to normal, you get the chance to meet other people that you might want to really think about falling in love with. Have the time of your life with Pauly Shore!
SCADENZSTAR
A story of inspiration: she cuts it the straight way

BY MAUVAHERD AKATOMMY PICKLES

When life throws lemons, is one story of inspiration: she cuts it the straight way.